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Unique inspiration book for creatives and treasure hunters

Be inspired by Tiny's curious and open view of the world and create your unique interior design

The exceptionally beautiful design makes this a perfect gift book for creative minds

In An Artist’s Journey, artist Tiny de Vries takes you around the world in search of inspiration. She starts close to home in her

Utrecht studio in the Netherlands, where she shows you how to use found treasures to personalize your interior. The book is a visual

journey through her world, featuring beautiful photos, artworks and personal stories. Tiny talks about how to draw inspiration from

your immediate surroundings, such as nature, handmade fabrics and books. She also shows how travel provides inspiration from ‘tiny

little nothings’ from all over the world. This beautifully executed look book is an ode to wonder and connection. It encourages you to

look around you with an open-minded, curious and playful eye, embrace your own creativity and let go of the urge for perfection.

“I love small-scale produced, inherited, vintage and homemade objects. Unique objects made by small makers and artisans are rich in stories,

with all those beautiful subtle nuances. Together, they make a space unique.” – Tiny de Vries in Art & Home Magazine

Dutch artist Tiny de Vries studied at the Art Academy in Utrecht, The Netherlands and Bandung, Indonesia. Working under the

name tinystories (tinystories.nl), Tiny is a true world traveler. Her curiosity and love for people and nature bring her to the most

extraordinary places. She captures the stories and impressions of these explorations in her beautiful works of art. Via Instagram, Tiny

lets her followers enjoy her stories and imagination almost daily.
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